Mitchell Baker: The Mozilla Foundation T he world has witnessed many watershed events in the Web's evolution over the past 30 years. One of the most important was the emergence of browsers on desktop computers, signaling the migration of this technology from academia to the public sphere.
Between 1994 and 1996, as commercial investment in Web technologies skyrocketed, there was a war to become the browser that would gain enough market share to set the Web's technical agenda. The vendor that prevailed could expect to extract a healthy profit from the growth that everyone knew was coming.
I recently met with the Mozilla Foundation's Mitchell Baker to talk about these early days. Visit www. computer.org/computingconversations to see the video of our discussion.
MOSAIC BEGETS NETSCAPE
Mosaic, a free, open source browser, was developed in late 1992 at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications. When the NCSA offered Macintosh and Windows versions in 1993, the commercial world took notice. From these humble beginnings, Netscape Communica- The technical direction of the forprofit effort changed when Netscape was sold to America Online: the browser now had to include features that would push traffic to AOL properties and benefit AOL partners. Netscape became less about building the "best browser" on a technical level and more about using the Netscape brand to benefit AOL. This led to friction as the Netscape browser continued to lose market share to Internet Explorer:
We at mozilla.org were an anomaly because our charter was to build a successful open source project.
That worked for quite a while, but there were tensions. We came to understand that we needed to rebuild our core technology. It took a long time, and while we were doing it, Netscape's market share continued to slide. These were the dark years for Mozilla. We were convinced we wouldn't be successful building a product to benefit AOL only-we wouldn't generate the kind of interest from individual volunteers or commercial partners that we needed to be successful.
Mitchell Baker describes how Firefox, which has its roots in the browser wars of the mid-1990s, emerged from the ashes of Netscape. The people involved in the Mozilla efforts held true to their principles when things seemed bleak and continued to work on a free and open product that they believed we all needed.
FIREFOX RISES FROM THE ASHES
The long-awaited Netscape 6 eventually shipped, but the Netscape browser and brand were past the point of no return:
Netscape 6 is universally acknowledged as a bad product, the end of the Netscape product line. Internally, the management tensions continued, and the failure of Netscape 6 didn't make anything easier. We fought a lot about the user interface. UI is a constant source of tension, but in our case, it was worse because some of these fights would be how it made sense to AOL to put something in the product and its interface with a button to an AOL site or something with an advertisement in it or some feature that a partner paid for to generate revenue.
The Mozilla team maintained that the code base needed to remain true to building the best possible browser technology:
We would say, "No, you can't put it into the core product, but you're welcome to have a build system on your own and add it in later." Even in The Mozilla Foundation started with 10 employees and enough money to last two years, but the browser needed major rework:
It was a little exciting, a little scary, because we knew that $2 million wouldn't go that far and that we had a lot of work to do to make ourselves real. We were still 15 months away from shipping Firefox. We decided unambiguously that Firefox would be a consumer product, which seems obvious, but when you're a bunch of developers, it's not that easy. It was a viral storm with nothing driving it other than the product and the market need. We had 10 or 11 employees, so we were hoping that a few million dollars from the search box revenue would support us over the next year. It turned out that we generated that amount of money in about six weeks.
With the right product at the right time, and a solid business model that brought in far more revenue than the minimum they needed to survive, Mozilla began the next chapter of its existence:
Actually, things got even more stressful and more hectic at that point because now you've kind of got the preverbal tiger by the tail and we were still 12 people. By 2005, we were in a really different world where we began to actually influence others.
And that's always been the goal. I mean market share is nice, and it's nice when people love your product, talked with search providers and had a very fruitful discussion with Google.
But Baker didn't want to establish an exclusive relationship with a single partner, so she insisted that Yahoo would be one of the search options in addition to the Google search:
We did something that I believe had never been done before, which was to make sure that Google and We had seen a rise in interest from Firefox 0.8 and 0.9 that was pretty Selected CS articles and columns are available for free at http://ComputingNow.computer.org.
